TURNER RECOGNIZED

Jason Turner was honored by the New Mexico Horse Council with their “Horseman of the Year” award at the Joint Stockman’s Convention in December in Albuquerque. The following account of his award appeared in the New Mexico Horse Council newsletter: “Jason Turner has been instrumental in outreach from the horse community to the public during the annual New Mexico State Fair. He has increased diversity within the Board of Directors with better communications, and promoted the unique collaboration between New Mexico State University and the New Mexico Horse Council through two Equine Summits. Jason has helped to advance connection with larger groups with similar interests through participation in the New Mexico Joint Stockmen’s Convention, and has facilitated placement of articles about horses in the New Mexico Stockman magazine. His contribution to the unity of the horse community in the state has been outstanding. He continues to give unselfishly of his time to further the mission of the Horse Council to act on behalf of the New Mexico equine community through education and promotion of activities benefiting all equine interests.”
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